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Terms & Conditions

This document sets out the terms and conditions that apply to individual and institutional 
membership of the National Association of Professional Teaching Assistants (NAPTA), and to any 
use by any individual or organisation of information, advice or content provided by NAPTA or by a 
representative of NAPTA including but not limited to the NAPTA Web site, and to products, services 
and courses created or recommended by NAPTA.

Upon your ordering or receipt of any information, advice or content provided or recommended by 
NAPTA or by a representative of NAPTA, or upon your application for or granting of membership 
of NAPTA, or upon your use of the NAPTA Web site, you are deemed to have read, accepted and 
agreed to abide by these conditions.

If you supply personal details to NAPTA, then you consent to us maintaining, recording, holding and 
using such personal data in accordance with our Privacy Policy. You may wish to refer to NAPTA’s 
Constitution and NAPTA’s Privacy Policy. These documents, as well as this Terms and Conditions 
document, may be amended from time to time without notice at NAPTA’s discretion.

Membership
Membership of NAPTA entitles you to benefits including access to the NAPTA Web site and the 
information, advice and content thereon, and to receive advice, information or offers of products, 
services or courses from NAPTA. Member benefits may also be offered to non-members at any time 
at NAPTA’s discretion.

Eligibility for membership is set out in NAPTA’s Constitution and is at the discretion of NAPTA’s 
Committee. You must provide accurate and complete registration information. Membership will 
come into effect when a representative of NAPTA contacts you or your employer to inform you/
them that membership has been accepted and when any necessary payment has been received. 
You have seven days from this point to cancel your membership and receive a refund of any  
related payment.

Membership will be for one year starting from the date upon which application for membership 
was accepted by NAPTA (“the Subscription Year”). At the end of each Subscription Year, membership 
will be automatically terminated unless NAPTA has received payment for another Subscription Year 
or unless NAPTA chooses to continue the membership. Subscription Years do not need to  
be continuous. 

Annual membership fees are reviewed periodically by NAPTA’s Committee. Membership may be 
granted free of charge or at a discount at NAPTA’s discretion.

Membership of NAPTA is not transferable. Your account and password are personal to you and may 
not be used by anyone else. You agree not to do anything which would assist anyone who is not 
a member to access members’ benefits. You agree to inform NAPTA by email at info@napta.org.
uk at the earliest opportunity if you lose or misplace your password or have reason to believe that 
your password is being used by another person. You are responsible for all uses of your account or 
password whether authorised by you or not.
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NAPTA reserves the right to cancel your membership at any time without notice. Refunds may be 
given at NAPTA’s discretion.

Membership of NAPTA does not include voting rights or the right to attend Committee meetings.

Information, advice and content provided by NAPTA
Information, advice or other content provided by NAPTA, or by a representative of NAPTA, 
including but not limited to the NAPTA Web site, and to products, services and courses created 
or recommended by NAPTA constitutes a suggested approach only. NAPTA cannot guarantee 
that such information, advice or other content is up-to-date, accurate or complete; it is the user’s 
responsibility to ensure that the information, advice or other content is suitable for their purposes 
and is used appropriately in the context of the purchasing organisation.

The NAPTA Web site and the products, services and courses created or recommended by NAPTA 
including any accompanying documentation are provided on an ‘as is’, ‘with all faults’ basis. NAPTA 
cannot guarantee the availability, performance, suitability, fitness for purpose, or freedom from 
viruses of the NAPTA Web site or any product, service or course. You are recommended to take all 
appropriate safeguards before downloading information from or using the NAPTA Web site or any 
product, service or course.

In accessing the NAPTA Web site or any product, service or course created or recommended by 
NAPTA, you agree not to use the Web site, product, service or course in such a way that disrupts, 
interferes with or restricts its use by other users. You agree not to upload, display or transmit any 
materials through the Web site, product, service or course which are false, offensive, defamatory, 
threatening, obscene, unlawful or which infringe the rights of any other person anywhere in the 
world. You agree not to reverse engineer, decompile, copy or adapt any software or other code or 
scripts forming part of the Web site, product, service or course or attempt to transmit to or via the 
Web site, product, service or course any information that contains a virus, worm, trojan horse or 
other harmful or disruptive component. You agree not to change, modify, delete, interfere with or 
misuse data contained on the Web site, product, service or course or entered by or relating to any 
user of the Web site, product, service or course.

NAPTA has a policy of continual development, and reserves the right to add features, delete 
features or amend features, and vary the content of or the way in which the NAPTA Web site or any 
product, service or course operates at any time without notice.

NAPTA does not guarantee that links to other Web sites on the NAPTA Web site or in any product, 
service or course are up-to-date or accurate. NAPTA is in no way responsible for the content of 
linked Web sites or for any contact or dealings you may have with the operators of linked Web sites.

NAPTA does not accept any liability for any error or omission. NAPTA does not accept any liability 
for your inability to access or use the NAPTA Web site or any product, service or course. In no event 
will NAPTA or its developers, officers, employees or affiliates be liable to you for any consequential, 
incidental or direct damages arising out of the use or inability to use the NAPTA Web site or any 
product, service or course, even if NAPTA or an authorised representative has been advised of the 
possibility of such damages.

Use of information, advice or other content provided by NAPTA is at your own risk. NAPTA and its 
partners and contributors cannot be held in any way responsible for any actions taken by any party 
or any inaction or any consequences that may arise following use of information, advice or other 
content provided by NAPTA.
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Copyright
All material provided by NAPTA, on the NAPTA Web site or in NAPTA’s products, services and courses 
is (unless otherwise stated) copyright NAPTA. NAPTA, and where appropriate other copyright 
holders, retain and exercise their copyright on all materials provided by NAPTA, on the NAPTA Web 
site or in NAPTA’s products, services and courses.

You agree to abide by the specific licences of any product or service created or recommended by 
NAPTA that you use. Material provided by NAPTA must not be reproduced or distributed in any 
other form, or modified, or used with any other individuals or for any other purpose, except as 
allowed by the specific licence pertaining to it without the express written permission of NAPTA. 
You may not make material provided by NAPTA publicly available to others, for example on your 
Web site or extranet.

Jurisdiction
These terms and conditions shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of 
England and Wales.

In the event that a foreign country’s law may not be fully complied with, NAPTA shall be deemed 
not to be directing information, advice or other content to that particular country.

NAPTA is part of Pearson Publishing Ltd. Pearson Publishing’s Terms and Conditions and Privacy 
Policy also apply.
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